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Abstract—This paper presents the design and implementation of
an online speech driven talking head animation system. The
system first recognizes phoneme sequence from the input speech
with a Chinese Mandarin speech recognizer. The phoneme
sequence is further transformed to a sequence of visemes. The
sequence of MPEG-4 facial animation parameters (FAPs) is
further derived from the viseme sequence, and is used to drive
the facial animations on a 3-dimentional talking head. The
architecture and the major features are also presented in the
paper, together with the evaluations of the system.
Keywords—visual speech synthesis; talking head; facial
animation parameters (FAPs); viseme

I.

INTRODUCTION

Vision and audition are the most important, natural and
efficient forms of communication between humans. Visual
speech synthesis is to generate visual articulation movements
on a talking head accompanying audio speech [1]. Visual
speech synthesis can be roughly categorized as text-driven and
speech-driven approaches [2]. The ultimate goal of text-driven
visual speech synthesis is to create a machine that is able to
generate, from a text string, expressive audio-visual speech that
is indistinguishable from the speech produced by a human [3].
While speech-driven visual speech synthesis takes the human
speech as input, transforms it into facial parameters and then
generates facial animation. [4] proposes a method to generate
Chinese visual speech and facial expressions using MPEG-4
FAP [5] parameters.
This paper presents an online speech driven talking head
animation system that can be accessed through web browser.
Details of the system are to be described as below.
II.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Architecture of the proposed system is illustrated as in
Figure 1. The user visits our online system through web
browser. The speech input will be recorded by the client
program. The speech input is then transferred to our web
server, where the input speech is recognized into a sequence of
phonemes by the homegrown speech recognizer. The
recognized phoneme sequence is further transformed into a
sequence of Chinese visemes. The viseme sequence is further
converted to a sequence of FAPs, which are finally used to
drive the facial animations on a 3-dimentional talking avatar.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed speech driven talking head system.

A. Speech Recognition and Viseme Sequence Generation
Speech driven talking head animation generally involves
two steps: 1) to generate viseme sequence from the input
speech, and 2) to synthesize facial animations on the talking
head model according to the viseme sequence. The results of
viseme sequence generation greatly affect the performance of
facial animation synthesis.
The problem of viseme sequence generation from input
speech can be defined as finding optimal viseme sequence V'
for the input speech W, which can be formulated as:
V ' = arg max P ( V | W )
(1)
V

where P(V|W) is the probability of observing the veseme
sequence V given the input speech W. The input speech W can
be represented by a sequence of acoustic feature frames
W=(w1,w2,…,wm,…,wM), where M equals to the number of
feature frames of the input speech and wm denotes the m-th
frame. The viseme sequence V consists of a sequence of
visemes generated from the input speech, and can be
represented as V=(v1,v2,…,vl,…,vL), where L is the number of
visemes for the speech and vl denotes the l-th viseme.
By assuming that corresponding phoneme sequence is
O=(o1,o2,…,ol,…,oL), where ol denotes the l-th phoneme of the
phoneme sequence, where phoneme sequence O is produced
by the speech recognizer, the problem of phoneme sequence

generation is to find the corresponding viseme vl given the
phoneme ol. This work defines phoneme-viseme mapping table
(Table 1) for converting phoneme sequence to viseme
sequence.

determine the initial coordinates of the model without head
animation.

TABLE I.
PHONEME TO VISEME MAPPING TABLE
(where ‘Vsm#’ means ‘Viseme number’, ‘Phs’ means ‘Phonemes’)
Vsm#

Phs

Vsm#

Phones

Vsm#

Phs

Vsm#

Phs

0

SIL

5

j,q,x

10

ao

15

ou

1

b,p,m

6

zh,ch,sh,r

11

e,eng

16

u

2

f

7

z,c,s

12

ei,en

17

v /yu/

3

d,t,n,l

8

a,ang

13

er

18

i (/zi/)

4

g,k,h

9

ai,an

14

o

19

-i (/zhi/)

B. FAP Sequence Generation
To generate the FAP sequence from the viseme sequence,
dominance blending method is adopted, which has also been
implemented in our previous work on dynamic visemes [6]
according to the speech production theory on articulators [7].

Figure 2. Dominance functions and related FAP values over time for the
visemes /er/, /b/ and /a/.

Let p denote the p-th FAP of the current viseme i, the
dominance function Dip is then defined as:

⎧⎪e −θ

ip ( − )

|τ |

,

if τ ≥ 0

(2)
, τ = tci − t
, if τ < 0
where t is the current time; tci is the time of the target FAP
values based on current viseme i; θ ip ( − ) and θ ip ( + ) represent the
Dip = ⎨

⎪⎩e

− θ ip ( + ) |τ |

exponential decay before and after tci.
Totally 21 dominance functions are defined in the system,
where 19 dominance functions are for non-silence visemes (i.e.
viseme 1 to 19 in Table 1), one dominance function for left
silence viseme (i.e. viseme 0 in Table 1, representing the state
transition from silence to non-silence viseme), and one
dominance for right silence viseme (i.e. viseme 0 in Table 1,
representing the transition from non-silence viseme to silence).
The FAP sequence is then generated by computing the FAP
value Fp(t) for the p-th FAP at time t:
n

∑(D

ip

Fp (t ) =

i =1

n

(t ) × Tip )

∑ Dip (t )

(3)

i =1

where Tip is the target value for FAP p according to the current
viseme i, n(=21) is the total number of visemes.
The values of parameters Tip, θ ip ( − ) and θ ip ( + ) are estimated
from the training data. Figure 2 illustrates the variations of the
dominance functions and related FAP values over time for
visemes corresponding to /er4 ba1/ (for the pronunciation of
Chinese digits ‘2’ and ‘8’).
C. Talking Head Animation
Talking head animation is generated by applying the FAP
sequence on a three-dimensional (3D) talking head model with
the image of a Chinese female speaker (Figure 3). The model
was created, which specifies the 3D positional coordinates for
talking head animation and rendering. These positional
coordinates are connected to form a mesh of triangles that

Figure 3. The 3D talking head model with the image of a female speaker.

Each FAP is associated with a set of positional coordinates
of the 3D talking head model. The change of the FAP values
will lead to the change of the positional coordinates for the
mesh of triangles of the model. In this way, talking head
animation is achieved by computing the FAPs at a specific time
stamp and then applying the FAPs to the 3D talking head mode.
III.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the design and implementation of an
online speech driven talking head animation system. The
system first recognizes phoneme sequence from the input
speech with a Chinese Mandarin speech recognizer. The
phoneme sequence is further transformed to a sequence of
visemes. The sequence of MPEG-4 facial animation parameters
(FAPs) is further derived from the viseme sequence and is used
to drive the facial animations. In the future, we will port the
system to embedded devices.
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